Messages from Star Beings
Greetings from Lyra!
We are delighted to be with you all and to be able to channel through our
medium in this way. We consider it a great privilege to be able to communicate
with all on your planet. We consider that there is great change happening right
now on your planet. Things are unfolding at a tremendous pace. Change is
uncomfortable but change is necessary for true growth to occur. Take note of
how you feel. Do not brush your feelings and emotions under the rug. They are
valid. YOU are valid. YOU are important. Know this with every fibre of your
being and start to listen more to your true self. Your authentic self. Know that
you are worthy. We see your potential. We see what you are able to become.
Keep trusting in yourself. The path will become clear.
Message from Arcturus
Greetings my dears. It is an honour to commune with you today. Much chaos
still reigns on your planet. The struggle for power and control is still rife. The
powers that be are still battling between themselves, fighting for this control
rather than recognising there is a different way. Peace and harmony are never
achieved by control. There is a better way to live, a more harmonious way to
live where everyone benefits, everyone's needs are met and everyone can live
in balance. Does this not sound more appealing dear ones? Change is
occurring through the chaos. The vibration of your planet is steadily rising.
There will come a time when peace and harmony do reign on your planet my
dears, we would like to assure you on this. Have faith and continue to do what
you can to evolve and raise your vibration. The vibration of the planet
increases steadily with the opening up of every individual being. The world is
changing. Take your place amongst that change.

Message from the Pleiadians
Greetings my dear. it is a pleasure to be here. Too much focus is spent on
TIME on your planet. Time exists on the Pleiades but we do not focus on it in
the same way that you do. Time is purely a way of experiencing the NOW
more fully, to really appreciate and live fully within a physical body. Time allows
us the illusion that there is a past, present and future which allows us to fully
immerse in the reality of the NOW. Really, NOW is all that exists. The focus
that is put on time on your planet and the way in which it is allowed to control
you does not serve you dear ones. The slave has become the master! It is
'time' to shift your perspective to allow time to become the slave - the willing
tool of your existence. Use time with more wisdom and perspective. Allow it to
serve the purpose of more deeply knowing and experiencing yourself.

